Press release 25/09/20

Crawford Art Gallery receives significant capital funds from Government to
advance its major capital project to redevelop the Gallery.
This announcement of €3.32 million is very significant and timely, enabling Crawford Art
Gallery to move onto the next phase of procurement for the planned redevelopment of the
Gallery under Project Ireland 2040. The next phase will see the Gallery seek detailed design
and planning for the large scale capital works for the site on Emmet Place in Cork city centre.
These capital works are essential to ensure Crawford Art Gallery can meet local, national and
international visitors diverse needs into the future and ensure the best possible experience
for audiences and communities. The project will ensure these unique buildings of great
heritage interest will be restored and enhanced for future generations. Furthermore, it allows
for the Collection to be expanded and more accessible .
Rose McHugh, Chair of Crawford Art Gallery welcomes the approval of its business case and
the release of supporting funds to progress the project and adds “This is a critical and exciting
time for Crawford Art Gallery and this major investment is a real boost of confidence for the
Gallery, its Board and staff and its audiences at this time of global challenge. This major
investment in the Gallery is a once in a lifetime ambitious opportunity to ensure Crawford is
enhanced and sustained into the future . We look forward to working with the Department,

the OPW, Cork ETB, Cork City Council and all stakeholders on this project over the coming
years.”
The overarching goal of the Crawford Art Gallery capital project is to establish
accommodation for the Gallery which is fit for purpose, reflects its national, cultural and
historical status and importance, and also ensures it can operate and be sustained as a
cultural organisation of significance to support artistic participation, sharing and care of the
collection.

Mary McCarthy, Director of Crawford Art Gallery, comments “This approval and
commitment is a giant step forward in enabling us realise the ambitious development plans
for Crawford Art Gallery as part of the Ireland 2040 project. We can now move forward to
the detailed design phase and it supports us meeting our project timeline.
We recognise the artists and publics need for an enhanced and improved facility and we
want to ensure our heritage buildings are restored to a quality that will, in turn, ensure they
can continue to be great places of creative exchange. We are grateful to the Department of
Media, Tourism, Arts, Culture, Sport and the Gaeltacht and the OPW for their collaborative
approach to the project to date and we look forward to working with both over the next 12
months.”
The overall planned investment in Crawford Art Gallery will enhance, integrate and protect
the buildings on site, increase access to exhibitions and collection, future proof and safeguard
the collection with new storage facilities whilst contributing to environmental sustainability.
Investment will ensure Crawford Art Gallery, a National Cultural Institution, is a centre of
excellence for generations to come.
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Notes to the editor:
History of Crawford Art Gallery
Further historic and contemporary Imagery available
Additional Information:
This redevelopment ensures Crawford Art Gallery can contribute to national spatial
development objectives and policy. The approved funding supports the Gallery, and in
keeping with the requirements of the Spending Code, to advance to prepare detailed design,
development of the project brief, develop a procurement strategy, seek statutory planning
and the preparation of all tender documents.

More about Crawford Art Gallery
Crawford Art Gallery is a national cultural institution, dedicated to contemporary and historic
visual art, located in a significant heritage building in the heart of Cork city. Home to a
collection of national importance, it tells a compelling story of Cork and Ireland over the last
three centuries, while also offering a vibrant and dynamic programme of temporary
exhibitions.
Originally built in 1724 as the city’s Custom House, the Gallery is home to the famous Canova
Casts, gifted to Cork two centuries ago. Featured in the Gallery’s collection of over 3,000
objects are well-known and much-loved works by Irish artists James Barry, Harry Clarke,
Mainie Jellett, Seán Keating, Daniel Maclise, Norah McGuinness, Edith Somerville, Mary
Swanzy, and Jack B. Yeats, as well as contemporary artists Gerard Byrne, Maud Cotter,
Dorothy Cross, Eilis O’Connell, and Hughie O’Donoghue.
Crawford Art Gallery is open seven days a week, free to enter, and a must-see for locals and
tourists alike. Welcoming over 265,000 visitors annually, the Gallery boasts an award-winning
Café in stunning surroundings, serving fresh local produce for which Cork is famous.

